
  
 How We Will: Threefolding Our Cultural Revolution is going to lead in with five women 
change makers in the struggle for human rights in the United States. Their unrequited commitment to 
   allowing the unmet needs of their fellow human beings to become the motive for their actions 
      beyond their own individual communities can inspire us for the work ahead.

     We invite you to join us as we prototype a future oriented city where we will learn and workout the 
principles of this Threefold Commonwealth. We will hear stories from those who are the most 
marginalized through the systemic failures that affect mostly the working poor. We will also hear from 
community activists and those in new forms of economics, culture and rights realms.

     

     In this new century we are at another turning point of time. We are experiencing many of the Rights      In this new century we are at another turning point of time. We are experiencing many of the Rights 
gained over the last century up until the 60s are now losing ground to the political and economic 
powers AND we must have the desire and will to educate ourselves as to how we can disentangle the 
entrenched connectivity between these political and economic realms that are tearing our communities, 
nations, and land apart. The question can be what will we plan for our future and the future of the 
unborn? What can we do now together that can halt the decline of our civility and care for one another 
beyond the borders of our differences? Really, what are our values? What is this Threefold 
Commonwealth form and why could it be an important concept for our time?Commonwealth form and why could it be an important concept for our time?

     The principles of this Threefold Commonwealth are Brother/Sisterhood in the Economic realm, 
Freedom in the Cultural realm and Equality in the Political/Rights realm. This Threefold Commonwealth 
was not and is not something to be ‘implemented’ rather co created together in community out of real 
experiences and needs. We need a structural shift where the ‘life, liberty and pursuit of happiness’ noted 
in our Constitution is possible as a living ideal for all human beings and not just a few.

     

     

Form > Image Building > Consulting with one another > Negotiating Teams > Agreements to Do    

 Next Steps: Doing the Good
Join us please. Your voice, your experiences, your hopes for the future, are needed for 

this prototyping of a new way forward.

     We have invited Patrice Maynard and Kristen Buckbee to host the Commonwealth Card and Board 
game we are creating for prototyping a threefold structural shift. Breaking out into working groups 
around the challenges facing us today that intersect one another, Poverty, Racism, Ecological 
Devastation, the War/Prison Economy and Land Rights, will require a deep listening. Kait Ziegler will 
hold space for a deeper listening quality that Otto Scharmer speaks of in his Leading from the Emerging 
Future: From Ego to Eco. Suspending of our judgments, cynicisms and fear will allow new ideas and 
possibilities to come forth from open hearts and minds and will.

    As Fannie Lou Hamer says ‘None of us are free until all of us are free’.
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     Ella Baker: “we must work to change the entire social structure of the country.”;
    Eleanor Roosevelt: “When will our consciences grow so tender that we will act 

to prevent human misery rather than avenge it?”;
    Fanny Lou Hamer: “There is one thing you have got to learn about our movement. 

Three people are better than no people.”;
    Delores Huerta: “The great social justice changes in our country have happened when people     Delores Huerta: “The great social justice changes in our country have happened when people 
came together, organized, and took direct action. It is this right that sustains and nurtures our 

democracy today.”;
   Winona LaDuke: “The present structure is not working …Our people are suffering, we have 
inadequate housing, meth and heroin use, suicide epidemics, and intergenerational poverty. 

Poverty is structural, we can overcome it.“.
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     The Free Columbia community in Philmont New York, who are hosting this gathering, have studied 
and are co creating in new forms of economy and culture in their local community. Their members will 
share the different research and development programs they are currently initiating and the processes 
involved that can inspire us to consider our own possibilities when we leave the gathering. An Art 
Dispersal hosted by Laura Summers with the community will bring uls into a possibility as to how 
cultural work and new forms of economy can bridge where we are and where we hope to be in our 
social life. Marcus Lewis and Bart Eddy of the Brightmoor Makers will hold space throughout with their 
entrepreneurial work in Detroit and the difference it is making in their own lives and that of their entrepreneurial work in Detroit and the difference it is making in their own lives and that of their 
community. Roxanne Wilkins, matriarch of local community working for a shift for her community. 
Reverend Harris co creator with youth of the Freedom School in Fresno will share their work and his 
experiences of why a Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival is a necessity in our 
time. Mylene Carberry of the Poor People’s Campaign will share with us her work in social media and 
local radio and news journal outlets as a continuing source of supporting the public awareness of their 
broad coalition in movement building. Elderberries will round this off with their work of healing in the broad coalition in movement building. Elderberries will round this off with their work of healing in the 
social realm and the initiatic quality of this work.


